KOSADLE

Kosadle: formerly spoken west of the confluence of the Nawa and Idenburg rivers, but the population has now moved east in Irian Jaya. Also called Kosare.

(KOSADLE)
Formerly at Hulu Atas just west of juncture of Nawa and Idenburg Rivers; now moved to the east. ...
KOSADLE (KOSARE) ... 250 (1993 R. Doriot UFM). Hulu Atas just west of juncture of Nawa and Idenburg Rivers. ...
- Grimes 1996.

(KOSARE)
Kosare (Kosadle)
NOTE: Formerly at Hulu Atas just west of juncture of Nawa and Idenburg Rivers. Presently thought to have moved to the east.
- Silzer & Heikkinen 1984:53.

(Kosadle)
150
LOC: At Hulu Atas and west of juncture of Idenburg and Sobger Rivers

* * *

KOSADLE          Comrie 1992p
KOSADLE          Kaure (Grimes 1992)
KOSADLE = KOSARE  Silzer & Heikkinen 1984, Silzer &
KOSADLE          Kaure (Grimes 1996, 2000)

KOSARE          50            Kaure (Wurm & Hattori
KOSARE          Kaure (Silzer & Heikkinen 1984)
KOSARE          150           Kaure (Silzer & Clouse
KOSARE = KOSADLE  Comrie 1992p; Grimes 1992, 1996,

Hulu Atas -- KOSARE    Silzer & Heikkinen 1984, Silzer &
Hulu Atas -- KOSADLE  Grimes 1992, 2000

* * * *